At-a-Glance

Cisco Technical
Knowledge Library
Continuous, Self-Directed Learning and Development
Technology never sleeps, and your IT staff needs to be able to solve
problems around the clock. Your IT staff needs support. And they need
it at any time and on demand.

Benefits
• Simplify spending with a
subscription for your entire
organization or a single
workgroup
• Increase staff confidence to
test, adopt, and deploy new
technologies and solutions
• Develop deployment strategies
based on field-tested best
practices
• Reduce risk with real-time alerts
from IntelliShield security feeds
• Accelerate certification
preparedness with Cisco Press®
books and specialized online
learning

Next Steps
For more information about TKL, refer
to our Curriculum Planning Services.
Partners can refer to the Technical
Knowledge Library Data Sheet for
Collaborative Professional Services.

The Cisco® Technical Knowledge Library (TKL) is a subscription service
that gives your IT staff unlimited access to content for Cisco solutions
and technologies 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. TKL from Cisco
Advanced Services offers a wealth of knowledge from any location with
open Internet connectivity. Simply register to start using TKL on the
Cisco.com platform or use the Cisco TKL and Cisco TKL Viewer apps
for iOS and Android mobile devices.
TKL empowers users with access to collective knowledge from Cisco
architects and engineers. Your IT staff can learn from experts across the
plan, build, and manage phases of the IT lifecycle. Tap into a breadth of
knowledge covering basic to large-scale and complex points of view.
Empower your IT professionals’ personal development and continuous
learning goals while helping your organization to achieve its business
outcomes.

Industry-Leading Expertise at Your Fingertips
TKL offers access to the very same resources used to train and prepare
Cisco’s own technical teams, from user guides to Cisco Press titles.
It gives subscribers real-time news, announcements, and security
alerts. It offers unique opportunities to engage as a community with
Cisco experts. And it offers regularly scheduled webinars about diverse
technology topics led by distinguished Cisco speakers from both service
and product lines. Users can register to attend live or review archived
materials after each event. TKL gives your team the tools they need to
solve problems now and to plan for the future.
TKL includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High-level and low-level design examples
Deployment and implementation guides
Test procedures and acceptance criteria
Infrastructure readiness and deployment checklists
Technical tips
Videos (downloadable and on demand)
Cisco Press books in digital format
Technical presentations
Security alerts based on IntelliShield security feeds
Learning Center with courses and test preparation
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